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About This Game

The age of heroes is passed, yet an ancient evil rises again. Follow the adventures of Karden, a blacksmith on the path to
mastering his craft, forced to take a stand against Talameq, an ageless entity bent on devouring the world. Journey across the

world and find allies in your fight against darkness while fending off Talameq's disciples. Arelite Core bridges the gap between
traditional and modern JRPGs, bringing new concepts to tried and true designs and presented with high-definition retro inspired

graphics.

Key features

Live a 20 hour cinematic story driven adventure

Customise your heroes with unique stances and techniques

Battle legions of fully animated monsters

Forge unique master weapons and armor

Immerse yourself with an amazing retro styled soundtrack

Discover a plethora of secrets, collectables to gather, secret bosses to fight and find the famous developer room

Play with a completely custom game engine, with advanced interactions and visual effects
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Relive the glory days of JRPGs as you remember them
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Awesome App. I see this as the future for music . Mazing work keep up adding things !. This is one of those clasical games that
can keep you entertained with it's charm and maybe nostalgia. The price is very small for something fun. They made the perfect
balance of clasic and modern with good voice acting to tie it together.
A friend recommanded this to me and after seeing his video i bought it, here is his review
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=JYBDCAXNDZ4&t=787s
Pro: pixel art
-Voice acting
-Story
-Nice mechanics, not just the clasic ones( Ex combat difficulty, spells, exploration, geting exp from talking, chose between 3
types of menu)
-Character development with leveling up, stats, armor, a nice inventory system
Cons : can be hard to get into if you are not a fan of the genre
- The character has a strange echo when talking to himself
-May take a long time to get into the action
-Can seem overwhelming because of all the dialogue in the begining
- Blend of old and new mechanics could potentialy scare fans of the genre.
-People may not like the voice acting BUT hey, this is very nice if it was made during the golden era(i have no problem with it
but don't expect triple A curent times budget). An old school shooter which makes a hell lot of fun. The downsides are: bad
graphics, repetetive and bad performance.. Has anybody actually managed to get the Russian Campaign to work. The French
Campaign was brilliant so i was eager for a shot at fighting on the Eastern Front. Unfortunately no matter what I try, it seems
that the Russian Campaign says it is not installed, even when it claims it has updated the game. Anybody have any solutions for
me?. Really fun game but its a shame that the community is so small. maybe a good idea to put a big discount on the game so
that it will grow. This is good! Basically Arkanoid with some different mechanics and angles and REALLY well-done graphics..
Solid breakout/arkanoid type game with characters and story. The music is adequate, graphics are charming, and the story is
surprisingly interesting and funny. My only partial complaint is the game is short, but not short enough that I feel ripped off.
(Also, there are multiple endings and enough hidden souls to find that you will definitely want to play through it more than
once.)

** I have to give props to the dev who is extremely involved with the community and willing to take advice when revising this
game, so I would be surprised if there weren't significant updates after this review was written. The conversation used to be so
much fun...the tsu-comi, the silly question and all that. Kinda miss those script. Besides a massive victory, the stylish talks are
what really attracts me. Now they are gone :( I am going to finish the series afterall, but without all the laughters...
this is why splinter cell: Chaos theory is so much fun. Not just because the game but the talks vividify the chararcters.. I bought
this because I watched the Yogscast play this and I was immediately entranced. Then this game is just empty and buggy.
Progress is slow and dull. Monsters are just a nuisance that gets in the way.
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this is an awesome music game. challenging yet fun.
have been following its development for quite a while and now its finally here.. Quite enjoyable while perhaps a bit short if you
don't like time trials.

There were some graphical glitches and a couple of areas where you can get stuck but mostly it didn't matter much.

Some parts are a lot harder than others but overall a nice game, and if you like Time Trial you can probably get a few more
hours from it.. The game is very short, and the puzzles are very easy with the occasional one having such obscure mechanics that
it becomes more of an annoyance than a challenge.

The game's world looks great and the narration is very well done, but the story isn't interesting and sometimes comes across as a
bit pretentious with it's constant attempts at being philosophical.

If you're looking for a quick and easy puzzle game to kill a couple of hours, then this is the game for you (if wait till the game is
at least 75% off before buying). It's lack of challenge or replayability, as well as it's very short length make it absolutely not
worth its full price.. WOAH!! Pleasantly surprised and pleasantly blown away by this game--it's dope! I just tweaked the .ini
file a bit to remove some of the cheesy post-process effects like dirt and lens distortion etc. and to make it run at a true 3440 x
1440 for ultrawide full screen. But other than that I'm loving it right out the gate. Runs smooth at a stable 100fps on ultra even
with some Reshade. No bugs, crashes yet. I'm excited to see what they patch or add in the future. I highly recommend it for any
fans of Witcher 3, Horizon Zero Dawn or Kingdom Come Deliverance. True hidden gem of 2019 for sure!. An antithesis of
Facebook. Disturbing story frames a graphic-based social network. Instead of trying to represent yourself visually, entertain
others and boost your ego by gaining their likes, in Selfie you reveal your inner thoughts anonymously without any ambition to
gain popularity - and receive deep, honest reactions, that have real emotional value. A work of art.. After playing for 3 hours
with no problems it now soes not show the entire picture, especially the bottom which I need,
. This is not portal, this is not magrunner, this is a standalone game with its own story. Yes, it's in the same category. And as a
member of the First-Person Puzzle family this one is very good. The atmosphere is very good. The choices matters. It's a shame
that this game did not get more publicity.
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